inequality to bound the degree of the polynomials by an expression involving the discriminant. Over function fields one cannot hope to bound the degree of the polynomials by the height of the discriminant, since discriminant can be a constant. Therefore, we can expect that the degree of the polynomial will appear in the height bound for F*.
Results of Gyόry depended on the following lemma and its p-adic generalization: Lemma 
Let K be a number field of degree ΊΪK over Q and of discriminant D κ oυerQ. Let/?i,/?2>/?3 be algebraic integers such thatΣβi = 0, while βi φ 0, and Nκ/q(βi) < G, where G is a positive constant. Then there exists a unit of K, which will be called ε, such that H(εβi) < C{G,n κ ,D κ ), where H(εβi) denotes the height of εβi {the maximum absolute value of any coefficient of the monic irreducible polynomial of εβi over Z) and C(G,n κ ,D κ ) is an explicitly computable function depending only on the listed arguments.
The proof of this lemma depends on Baker's method (see [2] ) and its padic analog (see van der Poorten [15] ). Gyory in [13] and Gaal in [6] have obtained some analogs of Theorem 1.2 for function fields of characteristic 0. They used an analog of the Lemma 1.3 established by Gyory in [13] and Mason in [14] for function field case. To prove our results in the case of the function fields of positive characteristic we shall use Mason's inequality in the case of arbitrary characteristic. As we will see later, in general the results which have been obtained for characteristic 0 will not be true for the case of positive characteristic. In characteristic 0 one could show that every root of a given polynomial was equivalent to an element of a bounded height, because it was possible to bound the height of a root difference by a constant depending on discriminant and the degree of the polynomial. In the case of positive characteristic, we will not be able, in general, to bound the height of the difference of a root pair of a polynomial under consideration using the height of its discriminant and its degree. Nevertheless, we will be able to describe effectively all the possible values of this difference. §2. Some General Function Field Facts and Definitions.
We will start with defining the objects over which the discussion is carried out. All the fields discussed in the paper will be assumed to be of characteristic p > 0. Definition 2.1. Let R be a field of rational functions over a constant field CR and let K be a finite extension of R. Then K is called a field of algebraic functions. The subfield of K containing all the elements of K which are algebraic over CR is called the field of constants of K and will be denoted byC κ . (The proof is essentially the same as the proof of the Lemma 1 on page 11 of Mason [14] .)
The next two lemmas consider the effects of the finite extensions on the degree of the divisors. 
Let M be an algebraic function field and assume M = R{y), where R = C(t) is a rational function field over a constant field C which is also the constant field of M, and y is separable over R. Assume t and y satisfy a polynomial equation G{t,y) = 0 of degree n over C. Then the genus gM of M satisfies the following inequality:
The next two definitions are function field versions of the polynomial height and polynomial equivalence. Definition 2.12. Let K be an algebraic function field, let WK\j\ > > c\wκ } be a set of prime of K and let Oκ,w κ be the set of PF-integers of K, i.e., the set of all the elements of K having no poles outside Wκ Next let F, F* e O κyVκ [X] be such that F*{X) = F{X + a) for some a E O κ , Wκ . Then F and F* will be called Oκyv κ -equivalent and this relation will be denoted by
The next lemma will establish a connection between the height of the polynomial and the height of its roots. 2 .
Proof First of all we note the following. By Lemma 2.9, H M (F) < k\H κ (F) and for any prime p of M|ord p αi| < Bk\. Finally, we note that the total number of distinct primes in the pole divisor or zero divisor of any α^ is also bounded by JBA;!. Next let a be a root of F(X) and assume that for some pole p of α, | ord p α| > 2Bk\. Then since,
,
we must conclude that
This is impossible, however, and hence | ord p a\ < 2J5A;!, so that
The last proposition in this section deals with the relationship of pth powers of bounded height. for some constant r G UΓ, and thus a: is a pth power. Thus we have a contradiction with our assumption on x and conclude that I > j. By symmetry, I < j, and hence, I = j. where r is a p*ith root of unity of K. Since the field of constants is perfect, for some constant p and consequently
However, min(Z, i) > j and, hence, z is a pth power which contradicts our assumptions. Therefore, by symmetry, we can conclude that out of (i,j,Z) at least two indices are equal. If / = j, we are done. 
where T is an explicitly computable function of the listed arguments or for every pair iφ j
where Vy is a non-constant unit of the integral closure of Oκ,w κ * n M, and
where S is an explicitly computable function of the listed arguments.
Proof. We will consider the case of k = 2 first. Let
and let α x , a 2 be the roots of the polynomial. Then the discriminant is {a.1 -a 2 ) 2 and the theorem holds for k = 2. From now on we will assume A; > 3. Let αi,... , α fc be all the roots of F, and let SJC = {pi,...,p 5κ } be the set of valuations of K which are not in WK and are zeros of D(F). Let CM be the constant field of M, let CM be its algebraic closure, and finally let M = C M M.
Let S M = {OS,... ,93 5M } and S~ = {<8i,... ,© 5~} be all the prime ideals lying above the primes of SK in M and M respectively and let WM{Qi,... O^Λ^} and VFjj = {0i... ,£l w~} be all the primes lying above the primes of WK in M and M respectively. Then
On the othe hand, by Lemma 2.8, degree^ £^ = degree M £li and hence Π will split in M into at most md valuations of degree 1. Similarly, 93^ will split into at most rπH κ (D(F)) valuations of degree 1. Thus,
By the definition of the discriminant of a polynomial, in M, D(F) has the following factorization. -a 2 )/(a 1 -«<) 
In this case, jff M (<*i ~ ^2) < (mH κ (D{F)) + T 2 ) = T 3 . Next for i = 1... , Λ, let YJ = £* =0 ti^. Then 0; = δYf 12 . D
In the following corollaries let M -R(y) be a degree n Galois extention of a rational function field R over a finite field of constants. Assume the minimal polynomial of y over R is given explisitly, so that, using part 2 of Lemma 2.11 we can get an upper bound on g M . Let K be such that R C K C M, and let the term "can be described effectively" have the following meaning when applied to the set of all possible values which be taken by an element of θ G M. There exists a finite set T of primes of M, a finite explicitly given extension M of M with T being the set of primes of M lying over primes of T, such that θ -δ(Σ'i=ι w ί) p ? where 5,1^, are elements of M and are T-units whose M-height is bounded by a constant explicitly computable from the number and degree of primes in T, and n.
( Proof. Let a = αi,... , a k be all the roots of F, as before let θi = Σ)i =1 (c*t ~" ocj). Then, by the previous corollary, θ { can be described effectively. Next observe that a { = k~ιθι -k~ι Σ* =1 oty One can rephrase the preceding corollary in terms of the polynomials of K splitting in M to obtain the following result. D where a G N and D M /R is the discriminant of the extension (see Chevalley [3] ). The product formula will determine a specific value of α, and, hence, the discriminant of a will be given explicitly. Therefore, the result will follow from the Corollary 3.3. D
Corollary 3.4. Let WK be a finite set of primes of K and let F{X) G Oκ,w κ [X] be a splitting in M polynomial with a non-zero discriminant D and degree k not divisible by the characteristic of the field. Let WM be the primes of M above the primes of WK, let SM be all the primes of M dividing D but not in WM, o>nd assume the height of D is given explicitly. Then F(X) is
The next sequence of corollaries will consider the case when the degree of the polynomial is not prime to the characteristic. 
D
We will first consider a special case, where a stronger conclusion can be obtained. Therefore, z* = r* + 1 ^ 0 mod p. Moreover, every z < 2:* satisfies part 3 of the Corollary 3.6, so that Mz = 1,... , z* -1, all the values of ω z can be described effectively.
In particular, this is true of ω r *. Next consider, 
2=0
Proof Define a set of natural numbers Z in the following manner:
First of all, Z is non-empty. Indeed, let r = min{t|iι;j φ 0}. By Lemma 4.1 of the appendix, we know that r < k -1 (otherwise F is inseparable). Then At this point we note that the obtained results even for the case of the polynomial degree prime to the characteristic of the field are weaker than the corresponding results for the case of characteristic 0. The relative weakness of the main theorem is due to the second case of the theorem. Unfortunately, as the next lemma will show, this case of the theorem does occur. 
On the other hand,
Moreover, a is of degree 3 over K. Indeed, and β\ r ,β 2r ,β 3r be the roots of G r and G* respectively. Then a ir = /3 ir + A, where A E O^^K and in M the height of β ir is again, by Lemma 2.14, bounded by a constant depending on D and WK only. However, a ir -otj r = /3 ίr -^> will under these assumptions still have the height bounded by the above described constant. The last statement can be easily made false by the choice of sufficiently large r. D
Our next lemma provides some insight into the reasons for still weaker results for an arbitrary polynomial in the case of k = 0 mod p. (ord p a < 0) 4. ordp αδ = ord p α + ord p δ > ord p c > ord p of (ord p a < 0) 5. ordp c > ordp αδ = ordp a + ord p δ > ordp of (ordp α < 0).
In the first three cases, I ordp z\ -\ min(ordp of,ord p ab,ord p c)| = | ord p c\.
In the last two cases,
Therefore, in either case, assuming p is a pole of c whose degree is greater than p r and is not a multiple of p,
However, by Approximation Theorem (see, for example, Fried-Jarden [5, p. 21]), c can clearly be selected with a pole at p, whose degree is greater than max(C(6),p r ) and is not a multiple of p. D A consequence of the lemma is the fact that even if we have a bound on the height of the root differences, we still could not conclude that the roots were equivalent to an element of bounded height, since these elements would produce a polynomial of a bounded height. Finally, we would like to make the following observation. If we suppose that the infinite valuation corresponding to the pole of t has only one factor in M, then assuming [M : R] is not a multiple of p, the theorem will guarantee that up to polynomial translation we have only finitely many integral power basis. Of course, in this situation one does not need the theorem to reach this conclusion. Since all the functions in the integral closure of the polynomial ring are assumed to have the same valuation as their pole, there can be no cancellations in the product of root differences comprising the discriminant, so we automatically get a height bound on the root differences. On the other hand, the last lemma implies, that if the degree is divisible by the characteristic, even under these very special circumstances we do not get a height bound on roots and cannot conclude that we have finitely many (up to translation) integral power basis. §4. Appendix.
This appendix contains several technical results used in the proof of the main theorem and its corollaries. 
